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	Harnessing the power of an elaborate graphics engine, such as Ogre 3D is time-consuming, but a highly rewarding pursuit. Developers, over the world, attest to Ogre's elegance, versatility, and efficiency, not to mention that its code is open source and supported by a thriving online community. This book explores many useful and fun ways to leverage Ogre 3D, to make your graphics application fully-featured and entertaining.


	OGRE (Object-oriented Graphics Rendering Engine) 3D is a scene-oriented, flexible 3D engine written in C++ designed to make it easier and more intuitive for developers to produce applications utilizing hardware-accelerated 3D graphics.


	Graphics application development with OGRE 3D may start small, but may soon balloon into monstrously complex beasts, which just can't be all understood at once. This book will help you to easily develop applications using OGRE 3D.


	OGRE 3D 1.7 Application Development Cookbook will help solve common problems you may face while developing 3D graphics applications using OGRE 3D. You will learn to create various types of Windows applications, scene querying, and visibility analysis among other things from this book.


	This book includes some advanced recipes involved in developing applications with OGRE 3D. Each recipe deals with adding some specific feature to your application.


	The book first covers creating various types of Windows applications available for the OGRE developer, creating plugins for customization, and OGRE resources management. You will then learn to efficiently implement various input methods for OGRE applications followed by managing scenes and objects impressively. Lights, special effects, and materials that provide enhancing effects are covered next. Further, character motion and collision detection are included followed by animations and multimedia, which help in producing a thorough professional look. Finally, we wrap it up with scene queries and views.


	OGRE 3D 1.7 Application Development Cookbook provides a great reference for your OGRE 3D application development needs and helps you to deliver impressive results more quickly and with greater ease.


	Get quick solutions to problems that may occur while using the OGRE 3D graphics rendering engine


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Delve deep into application design through creating Win32, MFC, and Windows Forms OGRE 3D applications
	
		Build a simple OGRE 3D plugin to add customized effects to your application
	
		Learn to use keyboard, mouse, and voice inputs
	
		Implement Delaunay triangulation for terrain
	
		Create a parametric superellipsoid
	
		Add trees as bill boards and create and edit scenes
	
		Implement weather control and shadow effects for a professional look
	
		Use geoimages as texture for terrain and create dynamic textures for that special effect
	
		Create different types of animation such as skeletal, morph, and pose animation
	
		Manage views and zoom and create orbit views



	Approach


	This is a cookbook with over 50 recipes offering solutions to common application development problems while creating graphics using OGRE 3D, with explained sample code and screenshots added in. Each recipe teaches you about a particular feature of OGRE 3D.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a C++ programmer with basic knowledge of OGRE 3D and want to enhance your knowledge about OGRE 3D further, then this book is for you. Basic knowledge of 3D graphics application development is required.
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Dynamics AX: A Guide to Microsoft AxaptaApress, 2005
Axapta is Microsoft’s flagship ERP system and the most exciting ERP product currently on
the scene. If Axapta hasn’t come to a computer near you yet, it will soon.

We’d like to start by offering the most valuable piece of advice we have for anyone working
with Axapta (and with any complex system, for that...
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MCSA/MCSE 70-270 Exam Prep 2 : Windows XP ProfessionalQue, 2005
The MCSA/MCSE 70-270 Exam Prep 2: Windows XP Professional is the most comprehensive, accurate study guide for this popular MCSE exam. Updated with Service Pack 2 information, this in-depth approach to the exam objectives also explains the core concepts of the technology to help you pass the exam. Organized by exam...
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Electrical Power Systems TechnologyFairmont Press, 2008
Covering the gamut of technologies and systems used in the generation of electrical power, this reference provides an easy-to understand overview of the production, distribution, control, conversion, and measurement of electrical power. The authors describe a broad array of essential characteristics of electrical power systems from power production...
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Beginning Oracle Application Express 4.2Apress, 2013

	Beginning Oracle Application Express 4.2 introduces version 4.2 of the popular and productive Oracle Application Express development platform. Called APEX for short, the platform enables rapid and easy development of web-based applications that make full use of Oracle Database. The release of APEX 4.2 brings extensive new...
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Elementary Game Programming and Simulators Using JamagicCharles River, 2002
Elementary Game Programming & Simulators Using Jamagic provides a  comprehensive guide to using the Jamagic scripting language to program a  complete 3D game. Using a step-by-step approach, you can learn how to program  professional flight simulation and ship simulation games with realistic physics,  movements, collisions, sound,...
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SAP SRM Extended Classic CookbookEquity Press, 2005
The SAP SRM Extended Classic Cookbook    Configuration and Management!    If you thought the heavy integration and amount of technical knowledge required to master SAP's SRM/EBP product in Classic mode was staggering, you will find the Extended Classic scenario an even greater challenge. Now, for the first time, a world class SAP consultant reveals...
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